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They shall not pay a commission, percentage, or brokerage fee in order to secure work, except to a bona fide
employee or bona fide established commercial or marketing agencies retained by them. Engineers' designs,
data, records, and notes referring exclusively to an employer's work are the employer's property. As noted by
the Supreme Court, "nothing in the judgment prevents NSPE and its members from attempting to influence
governmental action. Engineers must perform under a standard of professional behavior that requires
adherence to the highest principles of ethical conduct. Recent developments[ edit ] William LeMessurier's
response to design deficiencies uncovered after construction of the Citigroup Center is often cited as an
example of ethical conduct. Engineers having knowledge of any alleged violation of this Code shall report
thereon to appropriate professional bodies and, when relevant, also to public authorities, and cooperate with
the proper authorities in furnishing such information or assistance as may be required. Engineers may express
publicly technical opinions that are founded upon knowledge of the facts and competence in the subject
matter. Engineers shall conform with state registration laws in the practice of engineering. Engineers shall
avoid the use of statements containing a material misrepresentation of fact or omitting a material fact.
Fundamental Canons Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall: Hold paramount the
safety, health, and welfare of the public. Engineers shall not, without the consent of all interested parties,
participate in or represent an adversary interest in connection with a specific project or proceeding in which
the engineer has gained particular specialized knowledge on behalf of a former client or employer. In addition
to the professional societies and chartering organizations efforts with their members, the Canadian Iron Ring
and American Order of the Engineer trace their roots to the Quebec Bridge collapse. Engineers shall approve
only those engineering documents that are in conformity with applicable standards. Engineers shall not,
without the consent of all interested parties, promote or arrange for new employment or practice in connection
with a specific project for which the engineer has gained particular and specialized knowledge. These requests
ultimately led to the creation of the Board of Ethical Review in  Engineers may accept assignments and
assume responsibility for coordination of an entire project and sign and seal the engineering documents for the
entire project, provided that each technical segment is signed and sealed only by the qualified engineers who
prepared the segment. All rights reserved. Engineers shall, whenever possible, name the person or persons
who may be individually responsible for designs, inventions, writings, or other accomplishments. The general
principles of the codes of ethics are largely similar across the various engineering societies and chartering
authorities of the world, [21] which further extend the code and publish specific guidance. Engineers shall
avoid the use of statements containing a material misrepresentation of fact or omitting a material fact.
Engineers are encouraged to extend public knowledge and appreciation of engineering and its achievements.
Engineers using designs supplied by a client recognize that the designs remain the property of the client and
may not be duplicated by the engineer for others without express permission. Fundamental Canons Engineers,
in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall: Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the
public. Engineers may accept assignments and assume responsibility for coordination of an entire project and
sign and seal the engineering documents for the entire project, provided that each technical segment is signed
and sealed only by the qualified engineers who prepared the segment. State registration boards with authority
to adopt rules of professional conduct may adopt rules governing procedures to obtain engineering services.
Avoid deceptive acts. Engineers shall acknowledge their errors and shall not distort or alter the facts.


